If you need more information about this
product or any other JUGS product or
service, please contact JUGS Sports:

Instant Screen®

In the USA and Canada, call toll-free: 1-800-547-6843.
For International Orders, call collect: 0-503-692-1635.
Our fax number is 1-503-691-1100.
Visit our NEW website at jugssports.com.
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TERMINOLOGY:

Vinyl Cover: includes exterior
velcro pouch for holding ground
stakes and Instructions and an
interior "kangaroo" velcro pouch
for holding rolled up pitching
target.
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Net

Screen and Removable
Pitching Target
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Removable Pitching
Target
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Strap Buckle

UNFOLDING
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Ground Stake
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! WARNING

Elastic Retention Strap
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Front Vinyl Base

Se habla español.

Ground Stakes

Strap Buckle
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the Instant Screen®
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STAKES
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2D Barcode Video Instructions

READ THIS NOW

Folding Color Tabs:
When this screen is being handled it can suddenly and
unexpectedly open to full size. BEFORE REMOVING
SCREEN FROM CARRYING BAG, BE SURE TO READ AND
UNDERSTAND THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR UNFOLDING
AND FOLDING THE SCREEN. You must be at least
EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE and in good health to
unfold and fold this screen. Before removing the
screen from the carrying bag or retention strap, be
sure you have an area of at least 20 feet clear all
around you. Do not attempt to unfold or set up on
sloping ground. Failure to heed this warning could
result in SERIOUS INJURY.

RED TAB=RT
WHITE TAB=WT
BLUE TAB=BT

Net Frame
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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
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Ground Stake
Loops (rear)

1.	Grasping the edge of the Net
Frame, remove screen from
carrying bag and remove the
Elastic Retention Strap.

! WARNING

2.	Holding the Net Frame together,
toss away from your body onto a
clear, level area.

STRAP BUCKLES

3.	Tilt screen into upright position and
adjust straps. Insert the Ground Stakes
into the Ground Stake loops if needed.

Always inspect your Instant Screen® before each use. Do not use the Instant
Screen® if it shows signs of excessive wear or damaged components.

FOLDING:

As simple as RED, WHITE and BLUE.
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RED TAB=RT
WHITE TAB=WT

2
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BLUE TAB=BT

STAKES

3

To view your free video drills or if you're having trouble folding your screen, use a mobile device to scan the 2D
barcode located to the left or the one located on your JUGS Instant Screen (located below the logo on the front
vinyl base.) Video drills and Instructions can also be viewed online at: instantscreendrills.com
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STAKES

STRAP BUCKLES

2. T ip your Instant Screen®
over backwards.

1.	Loosen the strap buckles and remove
all Ground Stakes and Pitching Target
(if necessary).

! WARNING

READ THIS NOW

When this screen is being handled it can suddenly and
unexpectedly open to full size. BEFORE REMOVING
SCREEN FROM CARRYING BAG, BE SURE TO READ
AND UNDERSTAND THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR
UNFOLDING AND FOLDING THE SCREEN. You must
be at least EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE and in good
health to unfold and fold this screen. Before removing
the screen from the carrying bag or retention strap,
be sure you have an area of at least 20 feet clear all
around you. Do not attempt to unfold or set up on
sloping ground. Failure to heed this warning could
result in SERIOUS INJURY.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

3. P
ut the two vinyl bases
together—the JUGS logo
on top and the RED TABS
approximately on top of
each other.

4. G
 rasping the side of the
Net Frame, walk around to
the JUGS logo on the front
vinyl base.

5. W
 ith hands on either side of the WHITE TAB at top of Net
Frame, push the top of the Net Frame down to the WHITE
TAB located just above the JUGS logo.

6.	Place your foot on the top of the Net Frame to hold in this
position and locate and place hands over and grasp BLUE
TABS located on the left and right sides of Net Frame.
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8. P
 ush the right side BLUE TAB down towards the JUGS logo forming a 36"-diameter circle
and push the left side down towards the JUGS logo forming another 36"-diameter circle.
RED TABS should now be on top of each other at this point.

9.	
Keeping control of the collapsed Net Frame
"circles" (if you release too early the screen can pop
open), put on the retention strap.
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WT OVER WT

7.	Keeping your foot on top
of the Net Frame, simultaneously begin moving the
BLUE TABS down towards
the logo on base.

! WARNING

10. 
Place your folded and
strapped screen into the
carrying bag.

Always remember to place the ELASTIC RETENTION STRAP onto the folded screen. Always transport the screen folded and STRAPPED in its CARRYING BAG.

